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Expeditions
à venir
Our 4 expeditions
16-20 march

Kuujjuaq

"An historic journey"

3-7 april

"An adventure at the
tip of Nunavik"

Kuujjuaraapik
Kuujjuaq

Quaqtaq
Kangiqsujuaq

Kangirsuk
Ivujivik

Aupaluk
Salluit

Akulivik
Puvirnituq

Inukjuak
Umiujaq

Ivujivik

Akulivik à Puvirnituq

3-7 april

"From one community
to the other"

17-26 april

"A unique sharing
experience"

NURRAIT NEWS

Kuujjuaq

As part of their internship, participants
in the Tuttuit program – all of them
Nurrait alumni – have taken on the
challenge of planning, organizing, and
guiding an expedition for youth living
with cancer.

More than 75 young Nunavimmiut
from 12 communities will take part
in 3 Nurrait expeditions, each of
which will be supported by 9 local
snowmobile guides, 3 coordinators
and 1 certified outdoor adventure
guide.

“We’re faster alone, but we
go further together!”
Nurrait | Jeunes Karibus believes in
creating meaningful opportunities
for development and change both
on an individual and group level
through outdoor adventure
intervention. Through the
acquisition of new knowledge and
social skills, our goal is personal
development.
The final expedition provides a safe
environment for exploration, and is
a perfect time to put the skills and
knowledge gained throughout the
year into practice. This structured
yet flexible environment also
provides a space for exchanges
both between communities and
generations.
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meanwhile in nUNAVIK...
Team Kuujjuaq | 25-26.01.20
Our fourth weekend camping trip was
amazing. It was the first time camping for
three of our twelve participants. We traded
our tupik for a cabin, and our skis for a dog
sled! The warmer than normal temperatures
meant we were able to avoid bitter cold and
frostbite. We skied and towed our sleds out
to the cabin and back, and once we arrived,
George Kauki and his dog team helped make
the experience really special.

Nakurmiik!

Team Akulivik | 06.12.19
We readied the equipment, got parental
consent forms signed, found a guide, and the
stoke was high for our first winter camping
trip in December. A blizzard forecast for
Saturday put the brakes on the overnight
trip, but it didn’t stop us from getting out on
Friday. We skied 12.6km, which was a huge
distance for half of the participants. We had
lunch in the tupik, we skied behind the
skidoo (this was popular!) and we filled out
our journals. We can’t wait for our next
camping trip!

Team Umiujaq | 25.11.19
We set up a tupik and started a fire for a reading
activity organized by parents and their young kids
today. Then we skied southward. On our way back we
ate some delicious banik. We had lots of fun!

What’s new in 2020
Nurrait|Jeunes Karibus members
now keep a Camping journal and
an Expedition journal. We use
them to help us reflect together
on the significance and meaning
of our experiences.
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